


71 MILLION SHOPPERS 
TARGETED 
& ENGAGED  
DAILY 



Brands reach out to millions of homes. 

We believe they should know who is responding. 



our process 



STEP 1:
Select from the 
following CTM filters

homes that 
fulfill criteria

demographic

behavioral

look-alikes

comparables

psychographic

brand affinity

purchase 
power

competitive
blunting

radius +
drive time



consumer segments 



bargain-  
hunting moms boomer 

homeowners Hispanic 
Gen Xers 

mindful  
matures 

tech-savvy 
millennials  

young urban 
professionals 

suburban 
homeowners 



bargain-  
hunting moms 

Eager to participate in online communities and 
share savings tips with other moms  

TARGET CHARACTERISTICS 
•  35–44 years old, women, children in the home,                                     

HHI $75,000+ (Nielsen) 

•  90% of mothers with minor children at home are 
Internet users, with a large majority using smartphones 
and social networks (eMarketer, “Mothers are Bargain Hunters.” 2014) 

•  More than 86% of mothers were influenced by price 
promotions or coupons when deciding to try a new brand  
(Coupons.com Poll 2013) 

•  78% cited newspapers/magazines as the source for food 
and drink coupons (Womensforum Survey) 



tech-savvy 
millennials 

See their mobile devices as an extension  
of themselves 

TARGET CHARACTERISTICS 
•  51% say their coupon usage has increased over the past year  

(Valassis) 

•  Social networks actively used by U.S. millennials: 83% use 
Facebook, 41% use Instagram, 32% engage with Twitter, 30% 
use Snapchat (Defy Media, “The Acumen Report: Constant Content.” March 2015) 

•  54% like the idea of using a mobile phone for in-store 
purchases to avoid carrying a wallet (Bizrate Insights 2014) 

•  Millennials check their phones 43 times a day on average 
(Entrepreneur.com, June 2014) 



Hispanic  
Gen Xers 

These digitally savvy consumers desire savings 
to help sustain their larger households 
TARGET CHARACTERISTICS 
•  Are almost 50% more likely to use their mobile devices as the 

average non-Hispanic consumer (Pew Hispanic Center) 

•  17% more likely to obtain coupons via QR codes and 18% more 
likely to receive coupons through text messages (Nielsen Scarborough) 

•  More Hispanic consumers are frequently using their mobile 
devices to download electronic coupons, paying for goods and 
services with an electronic credit or debit card stored on their 
phones and as an electronic loyalty/discount card (Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers) 

•  Hispanic consumers are more digitally engaged than the U.S. 
population as a whole, especially with digital advertising 
(Warc,“Hispanics are more digitally engaged.” 2014) 



Our brands deliver effective reach                               
across all parts of the selling cycle: 



SAVINGS.COM & FAVADO 
•  Ecommerce Promotions 

•  Print-at-Home Solution 

•  Sponsored Campaigns 

•  Price Comparison  

•  Mobile app 

•  Tech-savvy household decision-makers 

•  Powered by Deal Pros  



VALPAK   



Performance       
& Data-Focused  

Future 

We believe that: 

•  Merchants moving  toward performance based  ads  

•  Consumers moving to mobile-based consumption 



Learnings Regarding Local CLO’s 
•  Limited Seattle area CLO pilot to test frictionless redemption  

•  35 merchants participated (~1 offer per merchant) 

•  Leveraged Valpak franchise sales relationships w/ local merchants 

•  Lessons Learned: 

o  SMB merchant comprehension challenging – new concept 

o  CLO adoption is still early (consumer & SMB merchant) 

o  Bing’s credit card relationships were critical to the sales 
success due to fragmented POS ecosystem among SMB’s 

o  Contributed to ability to sell more Valpak print & digital 
solutions 



•  Limited pilot test with 2 national merchants from late Dec through 
April 

•  Used website, mobile app, email, & social channels to distribute 

•  Strong offers from strong brands resonates with consumers 

Learnings Regarding National CLO’s 



We believe… 

•  CLO’s are easy for consumers (ubiquity of cards) 

•  However, consumer adoption still nascent  

•  Merchant understanding to advance (difficult to explain) 

•  Merchant demand will follow consumers 

•  Merchant conversations still center on core & traditional digital  

•  New ways to target consumers that result in                                           
data rich outcomes 

•  Performance-based CLO model in line with advertising industry trends 

•  Strong brands with strong offers are universally compelling regardless 
of delivery/distribution channel or promotional vehicle (print, mobile, 
CLO, coupon, prepaid, etc)  

IN SUMMARY 




